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~ Friends of Israel, servants of Christ ~

>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>...>

Subject: The Military, Industrial Complex is destroying our country!
Hello fellow laborers, prayer partners, and friends, 10-16-09
We are glad to have you as a prayer partner! God bless you, as you keep growing closer to
Him! There is a serious need to bless our nation‟s faithful pastors and Bible teachers, and we all
need to keep asking God to raise up more of them.
Sadly, there are so many in our country that call themselves a pastor, but they refuse to obey
God‟s requirements on a pastor: diligent studying, rebuke, exhortation, exposing what is evil,
including almost everything in the movies and on TV, including the idolatry and fleshly pride
of professional sports. (1st John 2:15-16, James 4:4) Our nation has an epidemic of pastors that
have fallen away from Biblical faith and have become story-tellers and sooth-sayers, tickling
itching ears, and flattering them to get their donations. Their teachings have progressed to
become worldly-minded doctrines of demons as if they were inspirational instruction, using the
power of familiar spirits that disguise themselves as angels of light. The challenging problem for
the sheep is that those apostate shepherds most often do not announce that they no longer
agree with God‟s Word. They pretend they are OK, “while they feast with you without fear,
serving only themselves. They are clouds without water, carried about by the winds…”
(Jude 1:11-13)
Now, our nation has come to the same turning point as Israel did in Jeremiah‟s time, but Israel
made a wrong turn. We have 2 advantages in comparison: 1) Most Americans own at least
one copy of God‟s Word. 2) We have the Holy Spirit‟s presence available to convict hearts of
sin. So, we can recover, if we cry out to Him.
On the subject of crying out to God: have you kept up with real-time world events? The New
World Order types are getting brazen. Please take a closer look at Haiti – they used another
advanced weapon. This time they used the HAARP ( High-frequency Active Auroral Research
Program) technology to make an earthquake. This 6.5-magnitude earthquake killed over
200,000 people, but didn‟t affect the Dominican Republic half (right next to it.). How can
Haiti have a 6.5 earthquake and no earthquake damage just 30 miles away? Also,
(amazingly?) the sizable earthquake didn‟t create a tsunami, even though the city is right on
the water. Tsunamis are apparently common results after some natural earthquakes,
especially the more intense ones. The earthquake somehow only destroyed the Haitian White
House, the UN relief headquarters, and other key infrastructures in Haiti‟s capital, Port auPrince, not outside the city. After the quake, the US military promptly marched in, initiated a
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complete takeover, including in the capitol. Their quick response is proof they knew the
earthquake would happen and that they pre-planned this. The US military is now patrolling
the streets, stopping most of the goods from getting to the people, controlling all the airports,
preventing a group of volunteer medical personnel from getting to the people, and more (see
articles below). With all that info adding up, it‟s no wonder that leaders in Latin America, and
people world-wide are saying this looks like a take-over. They‟re right – it is. This perspective is
also confirmed by a Russian military report which stated that the earthquake in Haiti was
caused by a US top-secret „earthquake weapon‟. So, why would people in the military use this
weapon to cause chaos in Haiti? Oil. (Click on the word to see link) It‟s no wonder oil tycoons,
like the Bush family and Clinton family, have been heading up the „relief effort‟ to smooth
over any tensions with Haitian people, while their oil partners work to get signed agreements
in the background to acquire the oil. Mass-murder – why? Oil. Money. Monopoly. Control. And
quite probably. to train and gear up for other takeovers, including the one they want to do
here in the US. The bankers funded Hitler‟s war machine and protected his scientists, and
they‟ve done it before in the US too, Louisiana (martial law after Katrina), and Montana
(takeover in Hardin), so we can‟t say they won‟t.
Please keep in mind that the world‟s banker and corporate elite have a long track record of
setting up dictators and global-banker puppets – examples: Russia (Putin, Medvedev),
Venezuela (Chavez), Mexico (Calderon), Cuba (Castro), Iran (Ahmadinejad), DC (Bush,
Obama), and Israel (Netanyahu), and more in Africa, South and Central America, and Asia.
In Haiti, they are working to move the evil dictator, Aristide, back into power in Haiti (see
article below). Those same bankers have a hard freeze on the Federal Reserve to not loan
money to smaller banks, which prevents smaller banks from loaning to businesses.
Thank you for watching and praying for Israel and our country. Please also keep exposing evil
deeds (local and abroad) as you are able.
Are you a spiritual watchman? (a quick look on verses concerning godly leaders)
“So I sought for a man among them who would make a wall, and stand in the gap before Me on behalf
of the land, that I should not destroy it; but I found no one.” (Ezekiel 22:30) Please note, God was
looking for anyone to volunteer to speak His Word, and bring justice and found no one. Does He find it
the same today? Will you join us in being watchmen (and women), declaring God’s Word, and exposing,
rebuking and bringing justice on the evildoers, as God leads you? We are praying for that many will join
us.
“When the sentence for a crime is not quickly carried out, the hearts of the people are filled with
schemes to do wrong.” (Ecclesiastes 8:11)
We, Americans, have hope for God’s protection, as encouraged by Jesus:
“Then He spoke a parable to them, that men always ought to pray and not lose heart, saying: "There
was in a certain city a judge who did not fear God nor regard man. Now there was a widow in that
city; and she came to him, saying, 'Get justice for me from my adversary.' And he would not for a
while; but afterward he said within himself, 'Though I do not fear God nor regard man, yet because
this widow troubles me I will avenge her, lest by her continual coming she weary me.' Then the Lord
said, ‘Hear what the unjust judge said. And shall God not avenge His own elect who cry out day and
night to Him, though He bears long with them? I tell you that He will avenge them speedily.
Nevertheless, when the Son of Man comes, will He really find faith on the earth?’” (Luke 18:1-8)
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God noted in His Word that those of the tribe of Issachar (one of the tribes of Israel) kept track of the
signs of the times. The tone is commendation for their care to seek God’s face and wisdom, and God
apparently granted them much wisdom because they sought Him. “… of the sons of Issachar who had
understanding of the times, to know what Israel ought to do, their chiefs were two hundred; and all
their brethren were at their command…” (1st Chronicles 12:32)
In the Old Testament, God sent many prophets and messengers to the people of Israel, and the people
rejected, but God commended these prophets and righteous leaders for preaching righteousness and
for bringing just trouble on the evildoers. The same principle applies today: God uses people to preach
His Word today, but the people reject many of them. However, the leaders who please the Lord, boldly
declare His Word, and obey His commands will be rewarded for eternity by God.
Remember this verse:
“For it is not the one who commends himself who is approved, but the one whom the Lord
commends.” (2nd Corinthians 10:18)
“But, this people has a defiant and rebellious heart; They have revolted and departed. They do not
say in their heart, ‘Let us now fear the LORD our God, Who gives rain, both the former and the latter,
in its season. He reserves for us the appointed weeks of the harvest.’ Your iniquities have turned
these things away, And your sins have withheld good from you. 'For among My people are found
wicked men; They lie in wait as one who sets snares; They set a trap; They catch men. As a cage is full
of birds, So their houses are full of deceit. Therefore they have become great and grown rich. They
have grown fat, they are sleek; Yes, they surpass the deeds of the wicked; They do not plead the
cause, The cause of the fatherless; Yet they prosper, And the right of the needy they do not defend.
Shall I not punish them for these things?' says the LORD. 'Shall I not avenge Myself on such a nation as
this?' An astonishing and horrible thing Has been committed in the land: The prophets prophesy
falsely, And the priests rule by their own power; And My people love to have it so. But what will you
do in the end?” (Jeremiah 5:23-31)
“Son of man, prophesy against the shepherds of Israel, prophesy and say to them, 'Thus says the Lord
GOD to the shepherds: ‘Woe to the shepherds of Israel who feed themselves! Should not the
shepherds feed the flocks? You eat the fat and clothe yourselves with the wool; you slaughter the
fatlings, but you do not feed the flock. The weak you have not strengthened, nor have you healed
those who were sick, nor bound up the broken, nor brought back what was driven away, nor sought
what was lost; but with force and cruelty you have ruled them. So they were scattered because there
was no shepherd; and they became food for all the beasts of the field when they were scattered…
Therefore, you shepherds, hear the word of the LORD: ‘As I live,’ says the Lord GOD, ‘surely because
My flock became a prey, and My flock became food for every beast of the field, because there was no
shepherd, nor did My shepherds search for My flock, but the shepherds fed themselves and did not
feed My flock’” (Ezekiel 34:2-10)
“So Samuel said: ‘Has the LORD as great delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying the
voice of the LORD? Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, And to heed than the fat of rams. For
rebellion [is as] the sin of witchcraft, And stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry…’”
(1st Samuel 15:22-23a)
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America has so many religious people who think that God will just be happy if they show up and casually
say: ‘hi’. But, God says: “I hate, I despise your feast days, and I do not savor your sacred assemblies.
Though you offer Me burnt offerings and your grain offerings, I will not accept them, Nor will I regard
your fattened peace offerings. Take away from Me the noise of your songs, For I will not hear the
melody of your stringed instruments. But let justice run down like water, And righteousness like a
mighty stream.” (Amos 5:21-24)
Here is an insight: Every time you see government players doing something obviously wrong,
you know that crooked money is involved. Solution: find out who is involved and make that
information available to anyone who will listen. And, you have our permission to share this
research with anyone who will listen.
And it’s always a good time for a helpful reminder: ‘Kick the Devil out of your house:
Throw out your TV! ~ Matthew 5:29. (You can view and download this as a flyer, at this link.)

Friends of Israel,
servants of Christ,
The David Henry Family
*****

~ A free web-tip ~
A friendly reminder: to make surfing the web easier, it is most often helpful to remember to
right-click on the article you want to see, and choose to ‘open in a new window’ or ‘open in a
new tab’. That way your original page stays open for easy finding and viewing.
You can find this latest update online, here:
"Military Complex is destroying our country" ~ (PDF file) 02-05-09
"Military Complex is destroying our country" ~ (web-page file) 02-05-09
Also, here are links to our last 2 updates in web-format or PDF format at:
"90% of US citizens reject ‘Health Care’ bill" ~ (PDF file) 12-21-09
"90% of US citizens reject ‘Health Care’ bill" ~ (web-page file) 12-21-09
"Senate vote 'healthcare' bill Sat.; ‘End the Fed’ rallies on weekend" ~ (PDF file) 11-20-09
"Senate vote 'healthcare' bill Sat; ‘End the Fed’ rallies on weekend" ~ (web-page file) 11-20-09
Good News:
Just 51% of Americans believe Obama eligible (Editor’s Notes: As you read that article, you will see that
nearly half of US voting-citizens say he is not legitimately president according to our Constitution, or
question if he is legitimate, because he still refuses to release his birth certificate.)
3 dozen (Arizona) lawmakers want proof of Obama eligibility
***
How do you find true news?
Have you found a trustworthy new source among the 'mainstream outlets'?
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Editor’s comments: The following videos show news events that they intentionally fabricated, and how
they covered up other important stories, for ulterior motives. Who is behind it? They explain that too,
with key dates and naming key people involved. ~

A Very Important and Helpful Video for Understanding the News:
Video – ‘Behind the Big News: Propaganda and the CFR’
(New World Order and Global banker mind-games since 1917)
***
Pastor Chuck Baldwin:
A Rudderless Ship Of State (01-29-10)
What's Really Going On In Haiti? (01-26-10)
President Obama Establishes "Council Of Governors" (01-19-10)
Thank You, Governor (01-15-10)
Similar articles:
PDD 51 & New Executive Order Give Obama Dictator Power (01-18-10)
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS (01-21-10)
American Republic replaced by “Council of Governors”? (01-12-10)
Who Are They? Who Runs the World? (An article on the Global Elites)
New World Order Report (a news site that is tracking New World Order)
Jesse Ventura’s new show:
http://www.trutv.com/shows/conspiracy_theory/index.html
***
The “military, industrial, intelligence, laboratory complex” is destroying the US!
COSMIC DECEPTION: LET THE CITIZEN BEWARE
The Constitution Will Never Enforce Itself
International War Complex:
When did Congress declare the 'War on Terror'?
Did Congress ever officially declare the war in Iraq and Afghanistan"?
War and Treaty Powers
The War Powers Act
1,366,350 Iraqis murdered since March 30th
Other Concerns for the soldiers health:
US troops 'vulnerable to back pain' (January 22, 2010)
U.S. Sends Wounded Troops Back To Iraq (01-19-08)
The Depleted Uranium Threat (2008)
The Use of Depleted Uranium in the 2003 Iraq War
US denies its use of depleted uranium (DU) weapons in Iraq pose any health hazard
Use of Depleted Uranium Weapons Lingers as Health Concern

Editor’s notes:
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Endless War? ~ NO! End these fake wars! ~

CIA – Covering Illegal Activities of the business and banker Elites:
Editor’s Notes:
After WWII, the global bankers in the US were quickly gathering the Nazi scientists and war leaders,
bringing them over to the US, and changing their papers so they couldn’t be prosecuted. The scheme
had 2 operation names: ‘Overcast’ and ‘Operation Paperclip’, and the Nazi scientists they brought over
included the Nazi intelligence officials. Those officials worked with the business Elites to create a US
intelligence agency. And, in 1947 President Truman signed the National Security Act, which allowed
for the creation of the NSC (National Security Council) and the CIA (Central Intelligence Agency). George
H. Bush was a key CIA spy leader for quite a few years. The CIA has been used as assassination squads to
take out leaders in foreign countries that oppose world banker control. The CIA has been a key part in
distributing disinformation and manipulating the public. They have also been a key part of the ‘black
projects’ the military corporations work on, in this never-ending war cycle. They have also been a part of
the illegal and unconstitutional spying program on US and foreign citizens. We do not need them. They
need to be shut down. ‘Truman lamented their creation. Roosevelt lamented their creation.
Eisenhower lamented their creation...’ (a comment by a fellow citizen) ~ Senator Ron Paul has been
able to see past the public propaganda and discover who is secretly behind many of those changes and
why. Every American would benefit from hearing Ron Paul’s comments in the video below.
Ron Paul and a Timeline of CIA Crimes and Atrocities
Ron Paul: "We need to take out the CIA!"
The CIA's Shadow War
House Overwhelmingly Passes Cyber Security Bill (the first line notes the CIA push)
Editor’s Notes: Yesterday, after the CIA presented their fabricated, though very scary, doomsday
scenario to the House to force them to pass the Cyber ‘Security’ bill – it worked – the House
representatives bought the lie and passed it. Okay, good job CIA – the mind-manipulation and scare
tactics worked again. Now, we the people are closer to not having access to key news information on
the web. That is, unless ‘We the people’ pray harder, and clamor really loudly against the Senate not to
pass this bill. This is just another example of how corrupt and backwards the CIA is, and has been since
it’s establishment. Let’s keep praying for our nation.
Cybersecurity Bill Empowers President To Shut Down Internet
Connection between CIA and Richard Mellon Scaife
Ron Paul: After ‘CIA coup,’ agency ‘runs military’
CIA – ‘Spy with/for us’ ~ CIA recruitment video ad on YouTube
Similar article:
NSA’s $1.9 billion cyber spy center a power grab

FBI – For Burying Information:
Lawmakers ask IRS to investigate CAIR (11-17-09)
FBI swoops in to halt return of 'Muslim Mafia' documents (11-24-09)
CAIR admitted fundraising for convicted terror group (12-25-09)
Hear 'Muslim Mafia' lawyer on CAIR case (01-05-10)
Why does Fox News promote terror-tied, FBI-shunned group? (01-11-10)
FBI gets 'Muslim Mafia' 12,000 pages of 'smoking-gun' documents (01-20-10)
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CAIR concedes it doesn't legally exist (01-22-10)
Confirmed: Saudis flown Out of US 9/13/01, Under FBI Supervision (06-09-04)
Paul Harvey, spinning news and working with the FBI:
New documents show longtime friendship between J. Edgar Hoover and Paul Harvey
Behind The Big News: Propaganda and the CFR (Google video) ~ Very informative!
Caption: Most Americans know the mainstream media manipulates stories, manufactures illusions, and
exploits fears. But the reason is more than just liberal bias or sloppy reporting. Behind the Big News
exposes a revolutionary agenda originating outside the media that defines today's headlines.
http://tvnewslies.org/tvnl/index.php/members/video-gallery/viewvideo/145.html

Military, Industrial, Intelligence, Laboratory Complex & their illegal activities
The Military-Industrial Complex is Ruining the Economy
It’s Official: A Majority Of Americans Would Give Up Liberty In Order To Be Safe From Terrorism
Why is Blackwater/Xe in Somalia?
Blackwater wants $1 billion to train the new Afghan police force
1 Billion Dollar Pay Off To Taliban

Why are we letting go of our liberties?
Editor’s notes: Piece by piece, we’re losing our Constitutional liberties, because we aren’t enforcing the
Constitutional restraints on the criminals in our government. ~
Greyhound introduces security screening of passengers in Canada
U.S. to further raise airline security
FBI Times Square Billboard Mirrors Running Man Police State
Hutchison’s Border Plan: Merge Homeland Security and Local Law Enforcement
Domestic Espionage Alert: Spy Drone Discovered
The eyes have it: Central Missouri Sheriff Dept. adds iris scanners to patrols
Pentagon backtracks after Gates ‘admits’ Blackwater operating in Pakistan
Texas Schoolkids Tagged With GPS Tracking Devices
Interrogation Team Is Still Months Away
Obama Surrendering Internet to Foreign Powers
Feds, Cops Attempt to Shut Down Legal Gun Sales in Austin, Texas
BATF Notice Bans Private Gun Sales In Texas
Texas Gun Shows Organizer Targeted by the ATF Makes His Case on the Alex Jones Show
Obama Administration Shuts Down Oldest Gun Show in Central Texas
Obama Justice Dept. Decapitates Gun Industry: FBI Arrest 21 Gun Industry Executives in Las Vegas
U.S. agrees to timetable for UN Gun Ban
U.S. Support for the Arms Trade Treaty

The Elite Big Bankers and their schemes and crimes
Rothschilds & Rockefellers: Trillionaires Of The World
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Will Rockefeller build 3rd Temple?
Editor’s comments: King Herod built the last temple. Is it possible God will allow the
Rockefellers to build the temporary Temple for the Tribulation? ~
Nine Wall Street Execs Who Cashed In on the Crisis
UN agency calls for global cyber-warfare treaty, ‘driver’s license’ for Web users
U.N.’s World Health Organization Wants Tax on Internet
British taxpayers’ millions paid to Indian institute run by UN climate chief
Italy To Require Anyone Who Uploads Video To The Internet To Obtain Government Authorization
Turkey blocking 3,700 websites for ‘arbitrary and political reasons’
Spanish Politician Threatens to Sue FBI Over Bin Laden Makeover
Iceland President Accuses England, Holland of Financial “Bullying”
Save the People of Iceland: the Official Petition
UBS whistleblower Bradley Birkenfeld deserves statue on Wall Street, not prison sentence

Similar articles:
200 Bank Failures Expected in 2010 – Editor’s Notes: We just found out recently from someone in the
banking industry that the reason smaller banks cannot loan money is because the FED refuses to loan it
out. It’s an orchestrated bank collapse/take-over process. I’m sure that when we can audit and shut
down the “Fed” that it will alleviate quite a few of our current economic problems. ~
Bankers in favor of paying global fee
Ron Paul Warns Of Coming “Social And Political Chaos”
Ending Central Banking is the Only Real Banking Reform

END THE FEDERAL RESERVE!
HR 1207: Battle To Audit The Fed Has Only Just Begun (06-12-09)
House of Representatives to Hold Audit the Fed Hearings (09-10-09)
Ron Paul’s Amendment To Audit The Federal Reserve Approved (11-19-09)
6 Congress Members Demand Fed Audit in Response to AIG Payments to Bankers (11-19-09)
Dodd Opposes Fed Audit (01-22-10)
Ron Paul: 300 Million Taxpayer Dollars Spent to Undermine Iranian Government (01-20-10)
Ron Paul - 300 MIL. TAXPAYER DOLLARS SPENT TO UNDERMINE GOVT. OF IRAN! (YouTube – 01-20-10)
Similar subject:
Carbon Currency: A New Beginning for Technocracy?
Technocracy and the New World Order: Part 1
Watchdog groups warn: ‘Corporate globalization’ of US elections is upon us - (This article has some
disinformation, except for it’s exposing a new tactic of the US Elites to control and manipulate our
elections even more…)
"Corporism: The Systemic Disease that Destroys Civilization."
JPMorgan investment bankers to see record payday
Bankergate: Emails Expose Criminal Financial Dictatorship At Work
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***

9-11-01 – Americans still watching
Many honorable US Citizens demanding honest 9-11 investigations
and watching out for CIA/FBI false flags:
Could Vancouver 2010 be the next 9/11? (01-29-10)
Administration appears to drop plans to try alleged Sept. 11 conspirators in N.Y. (01-29-10)
1000+ Architects & Engineers officially demand new 9/11 investigation (01-18-10)
Phone Calls from the 9/11 Airliners: answers to Questions on My Fifth Estate Interview (01-16-10)
Sheehan leads march to 9/11 suspect Dick Cheney’s house (01-18-10)
‘Papers please’ for reporter at Texas capitol shooting investigation (01-22-10)
Will DOJ Look into the First Death of a U.S. 9/11 Researcher? (10-17-07)
41 U.S. Counter-Terrorism & Intel. Veterans Challenge the Official Account of 9/11 (05-18-09 - PDF)
Confirmed: Saudis flown Out of US 9/13/01, Under FBI Supervision (06-09-04)
BBC now admits al Qaeda never existed
***
Editor’s inside info: We heard some buried information from a former New York worker - the
NY police officers who started investigating what really happened on 9-11-01, became instant
millionaires, and stopped investigating. They were bribed with money to keep quiet. This
explains why so many of the New York Police seem bought off. Still, so many of them know
things and common Americans need to ask them questions and find any way you can to get
them to talk, for the sake of our country. As they repent, we expect God will protect them as
they expose the massive murderous scheme(s) boosted by the 9-11 false flag/murder. Please
join us in praying for their protection as they speak out about what they know. ~
***
Full-Body Scanners – Who’s Getting Rich?:

Editor’s Notes: We can cry to God to show His wrath against those perverts – Romans 1:18.
Those ‘Elitists’ who want to be our dictators have also been actively trying to find ways to stop
our freedom to travel – it’s about control. ~
Alex Jones Calls For Mass Resistance To Implementation Of Body Scanners (01-05-10)
Chertoff Linked to Body Scanner Manufacturer (01-04-10)
Military-Industrial Complex Set To Make A Killing From Body Scanners (01-05-10)
Who's Getting Rich From the Full-Body Scanner Boom? (01-06-10)
Obama Pledges Another $215 Million For Virtual Strip Search Scanners (02-02-10)
Digital STRIP SEARCH – Inverted Body Scanner Image - NAKED Bodies In Full Living COLOR! (01-10-10)
TSA funding airport mind-reading scanners (01-08-10)
US 'stopped Dutch installation of full body scanners' (12-30-09)
Invasive airport body scanners to be installed in 11 airports within two months (01-05-09)
Airport admits 'strip search' body scanners WILL show people naked (10-15-08)

Saudis:
Exposed: Saudi Arabia's secret nuke stash (worked with Pakistan)
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Yemen rebels say Saudi air raids kill 54 (12-21-09)
Lieberman: Yemen is ‘tomorrow’s war’ if pre-emptive action not taken (12-27-09)
U.S. Widens Terror War to Yemen (12-28-09)
New Saudi air raids claim more civilians in Yemen (01-14-10)
Saudi warplanes attack northern Yemen again (01-18-10)
Alert: Female Suicide Bombers May Be Heading Here From Yemen (01-22-10) – Editor’s notes: LIES! But,
I think we now know why the Saudis are murdering people in Yemen. It’s a very likely theory that the
Saudis are caught red-handed training ‘suicide bombers’ and had to murder those who would talk.
There’s been quite a few deaths of major people who apparently were going to become whistleblowers. Point of Action: Keep watching the Saudis, Bush’s, Rockefellers, and Rothschild family and team
– closely! Also, pray that they get caught and please share what information you find with your friends.
Saudi: Bodies of 20 soldiers found on Yemen border

***

Brought to you by: Diebold (and the Elites)
A new corrupt politician with his own health ‘care’ idea, brought to you by Diebold:
Diebold declares Republican the winner in Massachusetts Senate election
Easily Hacked Diebold Systems to Decide 'Toss-Up' U.S. Senate Special Election in MA on Tuesday
Scott Brown Wants Health Care His Way
Editor’s Notes: Scott Brown is another corrupt politician presented by clever media. His ego swelled and
he is already talking about his own evil agenda, and worldly sins he desires. ~

***

Haiti: Mass murder scene, a test of a US ‘earthquake weapon’
Note: It’s amazing – the American public hears that the world’s largest oil reserves sits under
Haiti, and an unexpected man-made earthquake killed (plus or minus) 200,000 and American
troops occupy and control their country.
Report: US Weapon Test Aimed at Iran Caused Haiti Quake (Editor’s notes: There seems to be some
disinformation and inconsistencies in this article, but also an admission that an ‘earthquake weapon’
(HAARP) was used to create the Haiti earthquake and the weapon was also planned to be used in Iran,
to shift Iranian public opinion to be more favorable toward the Elite businesses and bankers in the US.
The Militarization of Emergency Aid to Haiti: Is it a Humanitarian Operation or an Invasion?
Doctors Without Borders Plane With Full Hospital & Staff Blocked From Landing in Port-au-Prince
CNN: United Nations Told Doctors to Let Haitians Die
Latin American leaders say US occupying Haiti
Haiti: An Unwelcome Katrina Redux
Will Haitian quake open path for Aristide’s comeback?
The Fateful Geological Prize Called Haiti (oil)
Chavez says U.S. occupying Haiti in name of aid
Latin American leaders say US occupying Haiti
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US paratroopers set up bases beyond Haitian capital
US military ‘halts medical flights for Haiti victims’
Obama mobilizes military reservists to reinforce Haiti aid
Urge Congress to Expand Airdrops in Haiti
Disgusting War Criminals Peddle “Humanitarian” Aid for Haiti
Bush warns: Watch out for ’shysters’
US general: 200,000 dead Haitians just a ’start point’
U.N. chief’s Haiti trip draws press outrage
UN envoy Bill Clinton arrives in Haiti
Odd rash of quakes:
Two large earthquakes strike Solomon Islands, no tsunami warning (01-03-10)
Quake hits off Cayman Islands (01-19-10)
Update: No tsunami warning after 6.5 earthquake 27 miles from Eureka (01-09-10)
Earthquake hits near Solomon Islands, no tsunami (01-03-10)
6.5 quake shakes buildings on California coast (01-10-10)
Moderate quake rocks Guatemala, Salvador; no damage (01-19-10)
The Haiti Earthquake – You Need To Know Where It Came From (01-15-10)
US also Behind the Tsunami Catastrophe? (Written in 2005)

More on the US military complex’s earthquake weapon:
TWELVE THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT SCALAR WEAPONS
Scalar Weapons: Tesla’s Doomsday Machine
Did HAARP weapon cause Haiti Earthquake killing thousands ?
Haiti Earthquake H.A.A.R.P 2010

Earthquakes at Yellowstone are created by explosives:
Dark Secrets of Yellowstone Park and the Hidden NOW Agenda (a report from an eyewitness)
Articles from corporately-owned media trying to confuse the public about recent quakes in Yellowstone –
Fears over earthquake ‘swarm’ at Yellowstone National Park
Earthquakes at Yellowstone Super-volcano: Update
***

H1N1 Scam – the public catching on
Now we need to insist on criminal charges!
H1N1 swine flu hoax falls apart at the seams
H1N1-GATE: Big Pharma, WHO crafted ‘organized panic,’ European health head claims
Is The H1N1 Swine Flu Vaccine Causing Miscarriages? 9 New Stories - After Receiving The H1N1 Vaccine
Swine flu was as elusive as WMD. The real threat is mad scientist syndrome
Drug firms made ‘false H1N1 claims’
Thousands of Americans died from H1N1 even after receiving vaccine shots
Girl, 19, left battling blindness after taking Tamiflu (and she didn't even have swine flu)
Sacked government drugs adviser vows to tell truth
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***

‘The Space Race’
A hoax exposed back in 1974, by renowned
Space race
New Zealand joins the space race with ATEA-1 rocket
Northrop Grumman Completes Acquisition of Scaled Composites
A Global 'Planetary Skin' Network Will Monitor Earth's Resources
Orion Launch Abort System - Orbital is an important member of the Lockheed Martin-led team that is
developing the Orion Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV), NASA’s next-generation spacecraft to transport
crews to and from the International Space Station, the Moon and Mars.
http://www.orbital.com/HumanSpaceExplorationSystems
About CONAE
As a specialized agency of the Argentine State, CONAE is the only government body to understand,
design, execute, control, manage and administer space projects and entrepreneurships throughout the
country. It represents the Nation's civil research and development capabilities in space activities.
To accomplish its mission, CONAE has to plan, execute and evaluate a National Space Program for
peaceful use of space science and technology.
http://www.conae.gov.ar/eng/sobre/sobreconae.html
Thales Group – Space division
http://www.thalesgroup.com/Markets/Space/Portfolio/
Thales Underwater Systems - Sonar Systems
http://www.naval-technology.com/contractors/sonar/thales/
Underwater facilities – why?
Atlantic Undersea Test and Evaluation Center (AUTEC)
Deep Underground Military Bases In California. (Northrop Grumman)
***

A brief snapshot of Government Contractors –
Who’s on top, and military contractors pay per year
Articles:
Top Defense Contractors Experience Another 'Boom' Year (July 23, 2009)
Top 100 Defense Contractors (August 15, 2009)
Pay-per-year, Industry averages:
 Defense Contractor/Aerospace $81,321
 Government – Military/National Security $80,000
 Insurance (all)/Real Estate/Legal $79,596
 IT/Tech/Comm – related services/consulting $78,446
 Manufacturing – Consumer Goods $77,794
 Pharmaceutical/Medical/Biotech $76,579
 IT/Tech/Comm – related software development $76,180
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 Transportation/Public Utilities $76,080
 Financial Services/Banking $75,981
 Media/Print/Film/Music $75,250
 IT/Tech/Comm – related hardware manufacturing $74,786
 Professional Business/Management Services $73,362
 Natural Resources – Mining/Oil/Gas $71,071
 Retail/Wholesale (non-computer) $68,627
 Communications (telco, cable, satellite) $67,435
 Manufacturing – Industrial (non-computer) $67,169
 Hospitality/Recreation $63,421
 Natural Resources – Agriculture/Forestry $63,333
 Construction/Architecture/Engineering $62,037
 Government – State/Local $61,535
 Education – public/private schools $57,544
(Clip from http://jobsearchtech.about.com...highest-paying-industry.htm)
***
Examples of Defense Contractor pays per year
(examples from random job offers from military contractors)

Editor’s notes: What you will see in the details below is proof that the US military is not a US
defense organization anymore – it is a self-serving organization. There is much evidence that
the US military is a bully club for the global banker and business ‘Elites’ – One-World-Force for
New World Order change, funded by the global Elites. Gen. Smedley Butler explains some of
that in his book: ‘War is a Racket’. (Click on the title to read his short but very informative
book!) We should be looking for the real CEOs and CFOs of this organization and pursue them
with criminal charges and war-crimes charges. I say war crimes charges because as the evidence
continues to come out on how the US military is not for defense purposes. That confirms that
the military is a bully force for the big-money people, like Lockheed Martin, Northrop
Grumman, Boeing, Raytheon, etc. We also note that those who become employees of these
‘defense’ contractors probably do not take an oath to uphold and honor our Constitution when
they get hired. The implications of that prove scary to all of us ~ ~
***
A WARNING from a military/gov’t official about the Military Industrial Complex
President Eisenhower's Farewell Address
"In the councils of government, we must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted
influence, whether sought or unsought, by the Military, Industrial Complex. The potential for the
disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will persist.

We must never let the weight of this combination endanger our liberties or democratic
processes. We should take nothing for granted. Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can
compel the proper meshing of the huge industrial and military machinery of defense with our
peaceful methods and goals, so that security and liberty may prosper together. " January 1961.
www.disclosureproject.org
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***
Major defense contractors reap billions in no-bid contracts, report finds
(clip from article)
“Much of the approximately $900 billion the Defense Department has spent on contracts since 1998 has
been issued without competitive bidding and effective oversight, according to a new report on Pentagon
contracting released Wednesday.
In the report, the Center for Public Integrity found that more than $360 billion worth of contracts –
about 44 percent of the total – were awarded without full and open competition…”
Link to full article: http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0904/092904c1.htm
Military creating jobs?
Defense contracts create fewer good jobs
Creating jobs?
Military spending in Centre County creates good jobs, and $1 billion of it creates more than 8,555 of
them averaging $65,000 per year according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis, an agency of the U.S.
Department of Commerce.
But a 2007 study published by the Institute for Policy Studies shows that $1 billion applied to other, nonmilitary sectors of the economy could actually produce more high paying jobs…”
(Link to article: http://voicesweb.org/node/3243)
Military Jobs ~ (a career that’s gone beyond ‘defense’)
Government Highest Paying Industry
Sunday October 7, 2007
“Data from market research organization Global Knowledge shows that the government is the highest
paying industry for technology workers, with a federal civilian averaging $82,882 per year. Check out the
information provided in Finding and Applying for Government Jobs to learn how you can find a job with
the US Federal Government…”
Government Jobs – (list)

***
Editor’s comments: So, they give great benefits to join their global force for Elite
domination. And then they help these wounded global enforcement officers (emotionally or
physically) integrate back into society. Here is one example: http://www.militaryhire.com.
While we are grateful for those who are helping people find jobs (especially those who
sincerely wanted to fight for their country), what bothers us is the false advertising – none
of our military branches are for defense purposes. An easy example: the Iraq War was for oil!
Bechtel and Standard Oil just signed the contract with Iraq on November 11, 2009. The global
Elites (very wealthy) have all the money they need and have no real enemies, except for the
people when they pursue them with criminal charges. Yet, these same Elites work overtime
to convince us that the enemies they fund, train, and direct are enemies of ‘We the people’.
It’s lies. And we need to help more and more of our dear military officers learn the real
purpose of their operations – being security for global banker and business-man projects, and
step-by-step moving our country, and the world, toward a One World Order – with greedy
murderous bankers at the helm! This must be stopped! How can you help? Share this
information with everyone you care about, so they can come to their own conclusions from
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the real facts! It’s a common saying: ‘Information is power’. It’s true to a point, especially in
understanding the background deals in our country – from the bankers, to the insurance
companies, to the medical community, to the military contractors. Knowing who’s doing
what and why – helps the whole picture not only make sense, but helps us put the pieces of
the puzzle together and be able to work through the lies, disinformation and propaganda.
Thank you for your help! ~ ~
Operation: Informed Military Officers
http://incpu.tripod.com/articles/op-imo.htm
http://incpu.tripod.com/articles/op-imo.pdf
***

Info on Lockheed Martin - World’s #1 military contractor
Lockheed Martin advertisement/propaganda:
Lockheed Martin Security Intelligence Center (ad - YouTube)
***

Hoover's Profile: Lockheed Martin Corporation
(NYSE:LMT)
Type: Public
On the web: http://www.lockheedmartin.com
Employees: 146,000
Employee growth: 4.3%
Lockheed Martin moves products in times of crisis -- the company is the world's #1 military contractor
(ahead of Boeing and Northrop Grumman). Lockheed is firmly on the defense/government side of the
aerospace industry; in fact, the US government accounts for about 85% of sales. This reliance on the US
government is a double-edged sword: Lockheed can largely avoid turbulence in the commercial
aerospace sector, but the company is vulnerable to military spending cuts. The Electronic Systems and
Information Systems & Global Services segments account for more than half of Lockheed's sales.
Key numbers for fiscal year ending December, 2008:
Sales: $42,731.0M
One year growth: 2.1%
Net income: $3,217.0M
Income growth: 6.1%
Officers:
Chairman, President, and CEO: Robert J. Stevens
EVP Electronic Systems: Christopher E. Kubasik
EVP and CFO: Bruce L. Tanner
Competitors:
Boeing
Northrop Grumman
Raytheon
***
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Key Dates
 1929: Glenn Martin launches aircraft company in California.
 1961: Martin Company merges with American-Marietta Corporation.
 1991: Lockheed Martin wins bid to build the U.S. Air Force's fifth-generation fighter, the F-22
Raptor.
 1992: General Electric Co.'s aerospace operations are acquired.
 1995: Martin Marietta merges with Lockheed Corporation, forming world's largest defense
company.
 1996: Loral Corp.'s Defense Electronics and Systems Integration business are acquired.
 2001: Lockheed Martin is chosen to build the next-generation Joint Strike Fighter (F-35) for the
United States, United Kingdom, and other nations.
 2005: Lockheed Martin joins Boeing in United Launch Alliance.
****

Some of the top 100 COMPANIES with largest contracts from US Gov’t in 2009/2008
2009 Company

Contracts

2008

1
2

Lockheed Martin Corp.
Boeing Co.

$14,983,515,367 1
$10,838,231,984 2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12

Northrop Grumman Corp.
General Dynamics Corp.
Raytheon Co.
KBR Inc.
Science Applications International Corp.
L-3 Communications Inc.
Computer Sciences Corp.
Booz Allen Hamilton Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Co./EDS

$9,947,316,207
$6,066,178,545
$5,942,575,316
$5,467,721,429
$4,811,194,880
$4,236,653,555
$3,435,767,906
$2,779,421,015
$2,570,144,924

14
15

BAE Systems
Dell Computer Corp.

$1,952,973,818 12
$1,880,000,000 15

16
17
18
24
25
27
29

Verizon Communications Inc.
United Technologies Corp.
IBM Corp.
General Electric Co.
Accenture Ltd
Sprint Nextel Corp.
Aerospace Corp.

$1,657,188,750
$1,631,704,120
$1,592,164,845
$971,213,692
$867,409,332
$826,566,079
$809,365,983

18
19
16
37
23
25

36
42
45
46
54

General Atomics
AT&T Inc.
Stanley Inc.
World Wide Technology
Thales North America Inc.

$593,742,395
$486,075,088
$431,975,166
$429,578,066
$361,423,982

65
38
48
63
43

3
6
4
7
5
8
9
11
10

17
55

Qwest Communications International Inc. $356,989,834

51

64
83
84
85
90

Motorola Inc.
Orbital Sciences Corp.
Government Acquisitions Inc.
Shaw Group Inc.
Siemens Corp.

61
-75
-79

$283,198,299
$194,688,887
$191,833,145
$189,600,823
$173,416,265

100 Institute for Defense Analyses
$150,960,706
-(You can find the whole list here: http://washingtontechnology.com/toplists/top-100-lists/2009.aspx)

***
List of companies and info of top 10 recipients of U.S. military dollars in 2005.
***
How much do US military contractors make per year?
Here’s some of our finding:
 $120,000 – $150,000/Year - Director, Business Development-DOD
o DoD – Department of Defense (Editor’s notes: yes, you read that right!)
o Link for career builder ad
 $140,000 - $260,000 /Year – VP of Operations
o Nation Hire
o Link for Career Builder ad
 $130,000 - $165,000 /Year - Senior Proposal Manager-Director
o Tier 1 Federal Contractor
o Link for career builder ad
 $125,000 - $165,000 /Year – Director of Engineering and Programs
o Nation Hire
o Link for Career Builder ad
 $110,000 – $130,000/Year, $100,000 Commission – Federal Account Executive
o Tier 1 Federal Contractors
o Link for Career Builder ad
 $100,000 - $150,000 /Year - Business Development & Sales Hiring Conference
o Lucas Group Military
o Link for career builder ad
 $100,000 - $150,000 /Year – Quality Director
o Nation Hire
o Link for Career Builder ad
 $80,000 - $100,000 /Year – Electrical Engineer
o Nation Hire
o Link for Career Builder ad
 $80,000 - $120,000 /Year - Engineering Manager
o Nation Hire
o Link for Career Builder ad
 $75000 to $90000 per year - Financial Analyst/Manager
o Robert Half Finance and Accounting US
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o

Link for career builder ad
***

Job Opportunities for military spouses:
Military Spouses Moved by Defense Contractors
***
Disclosure Project Witness: A.H. : “Boeing Aerospace, December 2000
‘...states that there are underground bases testing and maintaining extraterrestrial technology in Utah
(reachable only by air) - ...We’re flying anti-gravity vehicles up there and in Utah right now…’”
www.disclosureproject.org
**
Disclosure: UFO project launches public campaign
“Once you listen to Dr Steven Greer speak, you can’t help but walk out into the world with a different
view of everyday reality. According to him, the cars rushing by are running on technology obsolete for 50
years. The haze in the sky is from pollution that need not exist. And the most disquieting claim of all: that
the technology which could have freed the world from many of its most persistent problems has been
withheld from us for three generations…”
http://www.share-berlin.info/index.htm?ufo.htm
**
Flying Saucers – a project of the military complex since 1925, including Hitler & Area 51:
Area 51, a rebuild of the Nazi Germany labs, was built by Lockheed Martin in 1955.
Area 51... Groom Lake ... Dreamland
The history of Area 51
Does Utah Have An 'Area 51'?
Nazis In America
TR-3B nuclear powered flying triangle
TR-3B

Real Flying Saucers Are From Army (5 part YouTube videos series)
(Editor’s comments: We don’t make any videos. We appreciate the facts in this video, but we do
not give approval the non-Christian music used or to the several indecent clips. ~)
The Real Flying Saucers Are From Army - Pt 1
The Real Flying Saucers Are From Army - Pt 2
The Real Flying Saucers Are From Army - Pt 3
The Real Flying Saucers Are From Army - Pt 4
The Real Flying Saucers Are From Army - Pt 5
***
Military Craft - Book Reference To German Flying Saucers
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UFO, UFOs, Adolph Hitler, Wernher von Braun
The Secret to Anti-Gravity REVEALED!
Alien Technology 1 - The REAL X-Files
The Secret to Anti-Gravity REVEALED!
Hitler`s Flying Saucers Part 1
NAZI UFO TECHNOLOGY! (*TESLA*) * * *
ANTI-GRAVITY PROPULSION ENGINE
Project Aurora - The Flying Triangle UFO?
UFO engine-how it works

US’s Antigravity Fleet (most of these are built by Lockheed Martin, at Area 51 in Nevada) –
Defense Contractor Leaks Details of a U.S. anti-gravitic space fighter-bomber (04-18-05)
TAW - 50 leaked info...? (forum responses)
Is this real, or not – helpful info and links (06-11-05)
Lies and Propaganda:
Editor’s notes: As you look into the secret activities of Military Contractors, you keep hearing more about
underground laboratories and bases. You will also find out that genetic modification is a popular game
there. You won’t like what they are doing, but Americans need to know. I seriously doubt there is life on
other planets. Most alien stories are imagined, but some of those pictures are real time experiments. If
there are ‘aliens’, they are not extra-terrestrial, they are the results of gene-splicing underground ‘black
projects’. ~
U.S. military is liaising with extraterrestrial life according to independent sources

Editor’s preface: The writer of this next article has fallen for some of the proven CIA disinformation about
aliens. With that said, the author seems to be reporting accurate information on the US Military
Industrial Complex’s ‘black projects’ of weapons and aircraft that the US military and government hide
from the public, and deny their existence.
Here’s a clip from an article online:
“… The Cabal’s antigravity fleet consists of at least the following. (For more details and sources, go to:
www.drboylan.com/xplanes2.html)
1) The B-2 Stealth bomber secretly has electrogravitic systems on board, eliminating most weight when
turned on, and enabling it to fly great distances with little fuel consumption. While the B-2’s existence is
public knowledge, the fact that it secretly has antigravity properties is not.
2) The Aurora is a moderate-sized spacefaring vehicle that can operate on both conventional fuel and
antigravity field-propulsion systems. The Aurora can travel to the Moon. It operates out of Area 51,
(Groom Dry Lake Air Force Station), at the northeast corner of the Nellis AFB Range, north of Las Vegas,
Nevada.
3) The Lockheed-Martin X-33A VentureStar military space plane is a military version of its acknowledged
civilian aerospace vehicle, the National Space Plane, in off-and-on development. The military X-33A has
an electrogravitics system on board.
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4) the Lockheed X-22A is a two-man antigravity disc fighter. The late Colonel Steve Wilson, USAF (ret.),
stated that military astronauts who fly it trained at a secret aerospace academy separate from the
regular Air Force Academy at Colorado Springs, CO. These military astronauts then operate out of such
bases as Beale and Vandenberg Air Force Bases, Northern California. From those bases, these military
astronauts regularly fly trans-atmospherically and out into space. An ex-NSA employee said that the X22A is equipped with Neutral Particle Beam directed-energy weapons, that it is capable of effecting
optical as well as radar invisibility, and that it is deployable for worldwide military operations
5) The Nautilus is another space- faring military spacecraft, which operates by magnetic pulsing It is
manufactured jointly by Boeing’s Phantom Works near Seattle and EU’s Airbus Industries Anglo-French
consortium. It makes twice-a-week trips up to a secret military-intelligence space station, which has
been in deep space for the past thirty years. The Nautilus has the ability to strike a ground target,
hurtling down from space, a direction from which attacks are not usually expected.
6) The TR3-A ‘Pumpkinseed’ is a super-fast aerospace vehicle with a thin oval airframe shaped like a
pumpkinseed. It has been identified as using pulse-detonation technology for propulsion in a subhypersonic regime, and also uses antigravity technology for mass-reduction and complementary field
propulsion at higher speed levels.
7) the TR3-B ‘Astra is a large triangular anti-gravity craft within the U.S. fleet. It was reportedly secretly
deployed in the Gulf War’s early hours, using electromagnetic-pulse/laser cannons. It literally sat in midair, firing at long-, medium-, and short-range targets to take them out.
8) A Northrop antigravity disc is manufactured by Northrop Aircraft Corporation. I have seen and
dubbed it the ‘Great Pumpkin’ , from its intensely-brilliant ruddy golden-orangish glow, resultant from
strong ambient ionization. This points to electrogravitics as its method of field propulsion.
9) The XH-75D or XH Shark antigravity helicopter is manufactured by Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical
Corporation of San Diego (now part of Northrop-Grumman). USAF Colonel Steve Wilson reported that
many of these XH-75Ds were assigned to the Delta/National Reconnaissance Organization Division
which retrieves downed UFOs. That Division is also implicated in mutilating cattle as a psychological
warfare program on the American public, to try to get citizens to fear and hate Star Visitors through
assuming that “the aliens” are the ones cutting up the cattle. The antigravity Shark helo is also capable
of operating invisibly.
10) The TAW-50 is a hypersonic, antigravity, space-capable fighter-bomber jointly developed by the
Lockheed-Martin Skunk Works and Northrop. The TAW-50 is capable of moving considerably faster than
38,000 mph. The TAW-50 has a SCRAM (supersonic ramjet) propulsion system for passing through the
upper atmosphere. The TAW-50 also utilizes electrogravitics to maintain its own artificial gravity while in
weightless space, as well as to nullify the vehicle’s mass during operations. The TAW-50 is armed with its
own Kill Laser system. In addition, the TAW-50 is armed with micro-superexplosive HyperDart missiles.
These are just a little larger than ordinary aircraft cannon ammunition, but travel at hypersonic speed
for up to three minutes, and have enormous explosive capability. One HyperDart can blow apart a MiG
fighter anywhere within 20 feet of the HyperDart. The TAW-50 carries several hundred HyperDarts. The
performance of the TAW-50 makes it virtually impossible to defend against. It can hide in orbit many
hundreds of miles into space, orbiting at times at 22,000 mph. Then, without warning, it can dive
straight down through the atmosphere at over 38,000 miles per hour on an 80-degree attack vector,
reverse direction within 150 feet of the ground with very little loss of motion and without a glide turn,
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and almost instantly go vertically straight up at over 38,000 mph until long after it leaves the
atmosphere and resumes orbiting in space. The TAW-50’s electrogravitics allow it to change its mass to
almost nothing in a moment, and reverse direction in a second, then increase its acceleration to many
times Earth’s gravity, yet is able to virtually nullify the inertial and G-force effect on the pilots. As of
2002, the U.S. has 20 TAW-50s in its arsenal. But, as a contractor who helped build it commented, ‘You
could take out an entire nation in under 10 days with only 10 of these, doing three attacks a day. One
can wipe out an entire city the size of suburban Cleveland in a single attack without having to use any
nukes at all.”
11) The Northrop Quantum Teleportation Disc is the result of advances beyond “mere” antigravity field
propulsion. Northrop engineers have incorporated quantum physics principles, and have harnessed
quantum entanglement to achieve quantum teleportation as the means by which this craft “ceases to
exist” in one location and suddenly reappears over a distant target.
Where are these craft kept? While not all locations are known, some of these advanced-technology craft
operate out of: Nellis Air Force Base’s Area 51, Rachel, Nevada; Vandenberg AFB (Lompoc) and Beale
AFB (Marysville), California; Michael Army Auxiliary Air Field at Dugway Proving Grounds, Tooele, Utah;
Space City at White Sands Missile Range, Las Cruces, New Mexico; Whiteman AFB, Sedalia, Missouri; and
undoubtedly at additional locations…”
(Clip from this article - http://www.afinerweb.com/blog/?p=1000008)
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If you are reading this and would like to received these regular updates,
please email us at: dandbhenry@cnonline.net with the word 'Subscribe' in the subject line.
~ Friends of Israel, servants of Christ ~
The David Henry Family

